THE ACE IN THE HOLE

...monthly news publication by the members of CCC Company 313, Camp NP-3,...Floor of Canyon, Grand Canyon, Arizona; Lt. Ivan J. Ryckman, Commanding; Lt. John K. Fisher, assistant to the Commanding Officer.
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and the fairest damsels in Texas and even so in Oklahoma. Howbeit when such speed hath no governor at the time one death his meals there is much danger. It causeth one to ascend to the tent of divers illnesses where ye keeper, passeth out many vile and foul tasting medicines. It causeth ye stomach much pain and distress; it causeth ye head-aches, ye bolly-aches, and ye other painful aches. It leadeth unto the mule ambulance ride, and lo! I have many witnesses that such is not to be enjoyed.

Now then in ye conclusion of ye conclusion of ye first number of ye health advice series let us draw near and remember that as certain as he that is swiftest on ye draw will someday surely die and ye death will be most violent, even so among you who wouldst live the longest must be a slow and careful eater, and unto him will be granted many days of happiness, wealth and longevity.

YE DOCTOR ADVICE

Hear! Hear! The matter ye doctor would discuss this morn is of eating of food. It cometh to the attention of this medico that ye inmates of Camp NP-3...are very fast and rapid men. Ye are swift on the foot in rising from ye hole to the kin which is one mile closer heaven, ye runneth hither and yon, ye even unto ye local beer parlor for to get a glass of beer. Now it seemeth to ye adviser that such a thing in ones character is of much value because it catcheth the street car.
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ROAST TURKEY
OYSTER DRESSING
GIBLET GRAVY
MASHED POTATOES
CRANBERRY SAUCE
BAKED SWEET POTATOES
BUTTERED PEAS
SWEET PICKLES
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MINGED PIES
ASSORTED NUTS
MIXED CANDY
CIGARS
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J.C. MARTIN
SECOND COOK
J.Q. WALLACE
BAKER
GRAND CANYON'S FIRST TALKIE

NOV. 15, "ROMANCE IN MANHATTAN" GRAND CANYON'S FIRST TALKING PICTURE WAS ENJOYED VERY MUCH BY ONE HUNDRED AND FIVE (105) ENROLLEES, OFFICERS AND PHANTOM RANCH GUEST.

THE EQUIPMENT WAS BROUGHT DOWN BY THE ARMY'S SEVENTH PACK TRAIN AND

THE PROJECTIONIST WAS E.M. KAYLOR OF FLAGSTAFF, ARIZONA. DUE TO THE FACT THAT MOTION PICTURES ARE THE MAIN RECREATIONAL SERVICE WE HAVE, WE HOPE TO BE ABLE TO FURNISH MORE GOOD PICTURES IN THE FUTURE.
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10 HIGH OF THE
CAMP LIBRARY

FRANK GUY---------13 BOOKS
CHARLES BAXTER-----9 BOOKS
WILLIAM MASTERSON 9 BOOKS
BEAL FORT---------8 BOOKS
WILLIAM LEE-------7 BOOKS
MIKE SCIVARDI------6 BOOKS
LEON MEADOWS-------5 BOOKS
M. URILIO SAUGEDO-5 BOOKS
MURIN CONWAY-------4 BOOKS
LOUIS PARIS--------4 BOOKS
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WHAT IS AMERICAN

FAMOUS STORIES OF FIVE CENTURIES

STORY OF MONEY

STORY OF MANKIND

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT TODAY

EUROPE SINCE 1500

YOUR GOVERNMENT

MANUAL OF TREES

SOUTH AMERICA'S STORY

VOYAGES OF COLUMBUS

ANCIENT MAN

THOMAS JEFFERSON

FOREST EDUCATION

TREASURE CHEST OF SONG

AMATEUR MACHINIST

FOREST FIRES AND OTHER VERSE

SPALDING'S OFFICIAL BASEBALL GUIDE

SPALDING'S OFFICIAL BASKETBALL

SPALDING'S OFFICIAL BOXING

SPALDING'S OFFICIAL WRESTLING

SPALDING'S OFFICIAL VOLLEYBALL

COMPLETE MODEL AIRCRAFT

NATIONAL FLAG
BOXING

WEIGHT CLASSIFICATION

FLYWEIGHT--------112 lbs and under
BANTAM WEIGHT---113 lbs and under
FEATHERWEIGHT----126 lbs and under
LIGHTWEIGHT-----135 lbs and under
WelterWEIGHT-----147 lbs and under
MIDDLEWEIGHT-----160 lbs and under
LIGHT HEAVYWEIGHT175 lbs and under
HEAVYWEIGHT--------over 175 lbs

LIMITATIONS OF WEIGHTS

BETWEEN FLYWEIGHTS-(112 lbs) 3 lbs
BETWEEN BANTAMWEIGHT (113 lbs) 3 lbs
BETWEEN FEATHERWEIGHT (126#) 5 lbs
BETWEEN LIGHTWEIGHTS (135#) 5 lbs
BETWEEN WELTERWEIGHTS (147#) 5 lbs
BETWEEN MIDDLEWEIGHTS (160#) 7 lbs
BETWEEN LIGHT HEAVY (175#) 7 lbs
HEAVYWEIGHT, all over 175# No Lim.

WRESTLING

WEIGHT CLASSIFICATION

BANTAM WEIGHT---------123 pounds
FEATHER WEIGHT---------134 Pounds
LIGHT WEIGHT---------145 pounds
WELTER WEIGHT---------156 pounds
MIDDLE WEIGHT---------174 pounds
LIGHT HEAVY WEIGHT---------191#
HEAVY WEIGHT---------over 191#